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Decisions that are clear and 
defined allow traders to 
develop performance 

1 Organized ideas with 
built in decisioning

Desire to capitalize on 
opportunities that others 
have proven out

2 Proven strategies at 
work 

Engaging with size and 
scale with higher certainty, 
reliability and profit

3 Confidence to 
engage in markets

GOOD SYSTEMS & STRATEGIES

DELIVER

PERFORMANCE and RELIABILITY OVER TIME

We gravitate to trading systems and strategies 
to supplement our decision making in markets

TRADING
STRATEGIES

They deliver increased 
profitabilityIF YOU WOULD LIKE A COPY OF THIS PRESENTATION, PLEASE EMAIL ME AT 

INFO@THETRADINGBOOK.COM



TRADING
& PERFORMANCE

LESS TRADING-CONSISTENT STRATEGY

LESS INTERACTION

LESS RISK EXPOSURE

OVER TRADING – NO CONSISTENT STRATEGY

TOO MUCH INTERACTION

INCREASED RISK EXPOSURE

WHY they work



TRADING
STRATEGIES

FIRST, RISK EXPOSURE IS DEFINED
To trade well consistently, exposure to 
risk must be well defined1 RISK MANAGEMENT

FOLLOW THE RULES
Engaging properly in your trading 
strategy means adherence to rules 2STRUCTURE & STRATEGY

WHEN they work

IF YOU WOULD LIKE A COPY OF THIS PRESENTATION, PLEASE EMAIL ME AT 
INFO@THETRADINGBOOK.COM



Strength of participants in motion
The strategy finds the key levels of 
interaction that provide high 
reliability engagement

2 MOMENTUM MECHANICS

Clear direction of strength
The strategy measures where the 
strength of trend is prevailing 1TREND MECHANICS

Accurately anticipates change
The strategy isolates where change 
of motion is likely to appear 3RISK &PROFIT 

MANAGEMENT 

TARGET RICH
TRADING

WHAT is it?
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3

4

1
This is the overall view of the 
market – what prices and trend 
strength look like

OBSERVE1

Pure raw execution – deliberate, timed 
and purposeful with clear lines in the 
sand for future .  Once we act, we must 
return to observe and then orient to 
confirm our premise and continuation of 
trade direction

ACT4

This is the PERCEIVING of how 
traders are behaving and how 
they are participating at lines of 
support and resistance. Note 
location of current prices relative 
to prior prices

ORIENT2

This is the action plan that you 
decide to engage in the current 
environment you are seeing

DECIDE3

TRADING BACKDROP
Choose two timeframes –one large, one small
Two moving averages- one small, one large
One momentum indicators – MACD



TARGET RICH
ANCHORS

TREND

How are traders 
participating in the 
current market cycle 
of interest?  Where 
do I see risk?

TIME

What does time tell 
me about the 
overall movement 
of price?  Where do 
I see risk?

SUPPORT &
RESISTANCE

Where are the 
congested regions 
that buyers and 
sellers prevail?  
Where do I see risk?

RISK SENSITIVE Strategy



THE PERFORMANCE TRADER 
Obeys rules of engagement for each 
trade and adheres to risk exposure

3 FAILURE TO OBEY RULES

THE PERFORMANCE TRADER
Defines rules of engagement for 
each trading day 2FAILURE TO DEFINE RULES

THE PERFORMANCE TRADER
Reviews all trades in hindsight, choosing 
to learn from the past and adjusts 
mechanics as markets require

4FAILURE TO REVIEW TRADES

TRADER
PITFALLS



Strength of participants in motion
Prevailing buying pressure, prevailing 
selling pressure, balance of power –
relative to trend

2 LOCATION

Clear direction of strength
Increasing bullish, increasing 
bearish, potential reversion –
relative to trend

1SLOPE

Slope & Location Converge
Increasing pressure and converge of 
steepness of slope and location 
relative with strengthen trend

3STRENGTH OF TREND

LEARNING TO READ INDICATORS



TOOLS OF THE TRADE
Metastock

TopStepTrader
MotiveWave
NinjaTrader
TradeStation

Visit thetradingbook.com



Strategy View



Trade Navigation

When approaching a chart for the first time, 
consider using horizontal lines to define initial 
support and resistance

If support and resistance are bound in a channel, 
we can trade inside the channel on its edges or 
wait for the break of its edges and move if the 
direction of slope and the break are the same



DAILY Trade Walkthrough

HOW DO WE BUILD CONSISTENCY IN OUR APPROACH TO THE EXECUTION OF A TRADE?

1) When approaching a chart for the first time, consider using horizontal 
lines to define initial support and resistance

2) A Buy Zone has triggered several days ago, so we have choices to make.  

So, let’s ask some DEFINITIVE questions



SUPERIOR TRADERS DO THREE THINGS CONSISTENTLY

• THEY PLAN A TRADE, DEFINING RISK FIRST

• THEY KNOW WHERE THEY ARE GOING TO GET OUT BEFORE THE TIME 
ARRIVES

• THEY FOLLOW THE PLAN THEY HAVE GONE TO THE TROUBLE OF 
CREATING

Visit thetradingbook.com



DAILY Trade Walkthrough

1) If I see resistance ahead, and support below, what kind of trading plan 
could I put in place?

2) Where would I think I was going so I would know where to get out?

3) Do these two answers above make me want to reconsider my original 
plan?



DAILY Trade Walkthrough

1) Let’s consider the signals here.  

2) You can clearly see the strategy get us into a tight 
positive structure and moves us out before it breaks 
down.  

3) Can our awareness of where resistance is, combined 
with our late observation tell us that a better trade is 
around the corner?

WHEN WE PAY ATTENTION TO OUR TRADING ENVIRONMENT, 
OUR STRATEGIES BECOME EVEN MORE POWERFUL



DAILY Trade Walkthrough 2

1) Our strategy states that we have approached a significant level of support.  
If we had taken the short trade, it would now be telling us that the chart 
won’t likely hold lower

2) Screening for the support or resistance alert will allow you to be prepared 
for the BUY and SELL zones that are to appear next 

SO, LET’S ASK THE PLANNING QUESTIONS



Metastock provides you the strategy and The Trading 

Book offers you the execution support with knowledge 

transference, and accountability are critical elements in 

performance and achievement –we’re here to help!

• Prepare yourself to trade by building situational awareness

• Don’t chase trades, wait for them to come to you

• Think about where you can take profit BEFORE you begin the trade

• Carefully assess your risk exposure when you take a trade

TAKEAWAYS



Metastock provides you the strategy and The Trading 

Book offers you the execution support with knowledge 

transference, and accountability are critical elements in 

performance and achievement –we’re here to help!

PEAK PERFORMANCE OCCURS when we are encouraged, supported and held accountable. 

TARGET RICH TRADING delivers superior performance, reliability with a keen eye on managed 

risk, opening excellent opportunities for consistent portfolio growth and with its signals holds 

traders in the spaces that force the measure of accountability if traded as it suggests

WHY ‘TARGET RICH TRADING’ WORKS
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1

2 Success drives Confidence

Confidence drives 
Arrogance

Arrogance drives Complacency

Inattention drives failure 
requiring the return to 

Process

Consistent execution of 
proven trading process 

Process drives Success

Complacency drives Inattention

The Trouble with 
Consistency



TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE MARKETS
VISIT THETRADINGBOOK.COM AND 

TOPSTEPTRADER.COM

Visit thetradingbook.com



THREE
ITEM
COMBINE
Copy and paste 
these slides into 
your existing 
presentations.

1. This is the first text 
box. This is the first 
text box.

2. This is the second 
text box. This is the 
second text box.

3. This is the third 
text box. This is the 
third text box.

YOUR LOGO
FINAL RESULT - This is 
the bottom text box. 
This is the bottom 
box.


